Arms Trade
the arms trade treaty - united nations the arms trade treaty preamble the states parties to this treaty,
guided by the purposes and principles of the charter of the united nations, recalling article 26 of the charter of
the united nations which seeks to promote the establishment and maintenance of international peace and
security with how big is the international arms trade? - permission of the government—and an arms trade
treaty was recently signed by most un member states as a first attempt to bring some form of international
regulation to the trade. in the light of this, it is perhaps surprising, and certainly unfortunate, that the data on
the international arms trade is so poor. understanding the arms trade treaty - icrc - understanding the
arms trade treaty 5 arms transfers where there are risks of this happening. the treaty similarly prohibits arms
transfers if the arms could be used to commit serious violations of international human rights law. by
establishing common international standards for regulating the international trade in conventional arms, the
arms trade treaty and drones - stimson - 2 the arms trade treaty and drones new technological
developments – focused on miniaturizing and swarming, for example – may lead to an expansion of demand
and of drone capabilities. global arms trade: commerce in advanced military ... - global arms trade:
commerce in advanced military technology and weapons june 1991 ota-isc-460 ntis order #pb91-212175 gpo
stock #052-003-01244-8 implementing the arms trade treaty - home | sipri - implementing the arms
trade treaty 3 management and surplus destruction programmes, and numerous guide-lines have been
produced in this area.8 various activities related to ddr programmes are also ongoing.9 stockpile management
and ddr issues are brieﬂ y discussed in section iv but are not examined in detail in this paper, russia and the
arms trade - stockholm international peace ... - v. the future for russia as an actor in the international
arms 14 trade table 1.1. russian arms reportedly supplied to armenia as a share of 13 exports reported to the
un register of conventional arms, 1993–96 2. trends in post-cold war international arms transfers 16 ian
anthony i. the new international environment and the arms trade 16 ii. interpreting the arms trade treaty hrpw.harvard - this paper complements control arms’ practical guide on how to use the arms trade treaty to
address gender-based violence, which provides guidance on the legal and policy frameworks relevant to gbv
and outlines a variety of indicators and other measures export authorities can use to identify and understand
risks of gbv in different contexts.1 small arms trade - ymca youth and government - an ngo that helps
combat the illicit small arms trade is the united kingdom-based campaign against arms trade. this ngo is not
only against the illicit trade of small arms, but is a strong proponent of peaceful means to the ending of
conflict. it has a commitment to nonviolence, and
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